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Graph-based Cross Entropy Method for Solving Multi-Robot Decentralized POMDPs
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Abstract—This paper introduces a probabilistic algorithm for multi-robot decision-making under uncertainty, which can be posed as a Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (Dec-POMDP). Dec-POMDPs are inherently synchronous decision-making frameworks which require significant computational resources to be solved, making them infeasible for many real-world robotics applications. The Decentralized Partially Observable Semi-Markov Decision Process (Dec-POSMDP) was recently introduced as an extension of the Dec-POMDP that uses high-level macro-actions to allow large-scale, asynchronous decision-making. However, existing Dec-POSMDP solution methods have limited scalability or perform poorly as the problem size grows. This paper proposes a cross-entropy based Dec-POSMDP algorithm motivated by the combinatorial optimization literature. The algorithm is applied to a constrained package delivery domain, where it significantly outperforms existing Dec-POSMDP solution methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the problem of unmanned underwater exploration using a fleet of autonomous robots. This can be posed as a complex decentralized decision-making problem, where each robot must not only decide which region of the domain to explore, but also which route to take to complete the task efficiently. Additionally, the robots operate in an uncertain environment, using noisy sensors to detect their surroundings, and have limited or no communication with each other during execution. This team of robots must cooperate to achieve their joint task, while considering the sources of uncertainty present in the domain.

This problem, in its most general form, can be posed as a Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (Dec-POMDP) \cite{9}, \cite{18}. The Dec-POMDP is a sequential, synchronized decision-making framework which extends the single-robot POMDP to decentralized, multi-robot domains.

Due to the decentralized nature of Dec-POMDPs, POMDP algorithms cannot be easily extended to solve them; finding the optimal solution for a finite-horizon Dec-POMDP is \textit{NEXP}-complete, and the infinite-horizon problem is undecidable \cite{9}. Numerous algorithms have emerged for obtaining exact solutions for finite-horizon Dec-POMDPs and approximate solutions for the infinite-horizon case \cite{5}, \cite{8}, \cite{10}--\cite{12}, \cite{18}, \cite{20}, \cite{21}, \cite{25}, \cite{27}, \cite{28}. Despite this, the complexity of Dec-POMDPs and high-memory requirements for large domains limit the applicability of these solution methods to small problems \cite{8}, \cite{9}, \cite{28}.

Dec-POMDPs are computationally difficult to solve as they suffer from the curses of dimensionality and history. To improve scalability, recent efforts have cast Dec-POMDPs into higher-level frameworks which use macro-actions (MAs): temporally-extended actions that have successfully aided representation and solution in single robot MDPs and POMDPs \cite{1}, \cite{13}, \cite{14}, \cite{26}. In \cite{3}, \cite{6}, \cite{7}, integration of MAs into Dec-POMDPs was presented, though until recently selection and design of MAs relied on a human domain expert.

Principled integration of automatically-generated MAs into Dec-POMDPs was considered in \cite{22}, which introduced the Decentralized Partially Observable Semi-Markov Decision Process (Dec-POSMDP) as well as a heuristics-based solution method (Masked Monte Carlo Search). The Dec-POSMDP is an inherently asynchronous decision-making framework that is well-suited to real-world robotics applications. In real-world settings, asynchronous decision-making is critical in scenarios where the cost of idling robots (in order to synchronize their decision-making) is high.

This paper provides an extension of the work presented in \cite{22}. The main contribution of this paper is the Graph-based Direct Cross-Entropy method (G-DICE), a Dec-POSMDP solution algorithm with probabilistic convergence guarantees. This paper also presents more rigorous definitions of many of the Dec-POSMDP concepts introduced in the earlier work, and complexity analysis for G-DICE. Experiments conducted for a package delivery domain are presented and compared to the results from \cite{22}, showing significant improvement in solution quality provided by the proposed algorithm.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section introduces the decentralized decision-making under uncertainty problem as a Dec-POMDP and formally defines its transformation into a MA-based Dec-POSMDP.

A. Dec-POMDPs

The Dec-POMDP \cite{9} is a sequential decision-making problem where multiple robots operate under uncertainty based on different streams of observations. At each step, every robot chooses an action (in parallel) based purely on its local observations, resulting in an immediate reward and an observation for each individual robot based on stochastic (Markovian) models over continuous state, action, and observation spaces.
The selected MA, $\pi_i^{(i)}$, for each robot $i$ is itself a low-level policy mapping the robot’s history of action-observations $H_i^{(i)}$ to its next low-level (primitive) action, $u_i^{(i)} \in U$.

(a) The selected MA, $\pi_i^{(i)}$, for each robot $i$ is itself a low-level policy mapping the robot’s history of action-observations $H_i^{(i)}$ to its next low-level (primitive) action, $u_i^{(i)} \in U$.

(b) High-level tree-based policy, $\phi_i^{(i)}$, with nodes $q_i^{(i)}$ representing the MAs the robot should execute and edges representing the MA-observation the robot receives after the MA execution.

(c) Graph-based controllers (or FSAs) are used to compress policy representation, reducing the size of the policy search space and allowing execution in infinite-horizon domains.

The Dec-POMDP model used in this paper is defined as:

- $I = \{1, 2, \cdots, n\}$ is the set of robots, which may be heterogeneous.
- $\bar{S} = \bar{X} \times \bar{X}^e$ is the joint super-state space, where $\bar{X}^e$ is the environment state (e-state) and $\bar{X} = \times_i \bar{X}^{(i)}$ is the joint state space of the robots. Note that $\bar{X}^e$ is a finite set describing the state of the environment (for instance, the location of packages in a warehouse). $\bar{X}^{(i)}$ denotes the continuous state space of the $i$-th robot.
- $\bar{U} = \times_i \bar{U}^{(i)}$ is the set of continuous joint actions, where $\bar{U}^{(i)}$ is the set of actions for the $i$-th robot.
- $P(\bar{s}'|\bar{s}, \bar{u})$ is the joint state transition probability density function, indicating the team’s probability of transitioning to state $\bar{s}' \in \bar{S}$ when joint action $\bar{u} \in \bar{U}$ is taken in state $\bar{s} \in \bar{S}$.
- $R: \bar{S} \times \bar{U} \to \mathbb{R}$, is the joint reward function, denoting the reward for being in joint state $\bar{s} \in \bar{S}$ and taking the joint action $\bar{u} \in \bar{U}$.
- $\Omega = \times_i \Omega^{(i)} = \bar{Z} \times \bar{Z}^e$ is the set of continuous joint observations obtained by the robots, where $\bar{Z} = \times_i \bar{Z}^{(i)}$ and $\bar{Z}^e = \times_i \bar{Z}^{e(i)}$. Note that $\Omega^{(i)} = Z^{(i)} \times \bar{Z}^{e(i)}$ is the set of observations obtained by the $i$-th robot, and $\sigma^{e(i)} \in \bar{Z}^{e(i)}$ is the environmental observation (e-obs) that is a function of the e-state $x^e \in \bar{X}^e$.
- $P(\bar{o}|\bar{s}', \bar{u})$ is the joint observation probability density function, denoting the probability of seeing joint observation $\bar{o} \in \Omega$ given joint action $\bar{u} \in \bar{U}$ which resulted in joint state $\bar{s}' \in \bar{S}$.
- $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ is a discount factor on rewards, used to prioritize actions which yield earlier rewards.

The full action-observation history is then defined as

$$
\tilde{H}_i^{(i)} = \{\bar{o}^{(i)}, u_0^{(i)}, \bar{q}_1^{(i)}, u_1^{(i)}, \cdots, \bar{o}_{t-1}^{(i)}, u_{t-1}^{(i)}, \bar{o}_t^{(i)}\}, \quad (1)
$$

where $\bar{o}^{(i)} \in \Omega^{(i)}$. The policy, $\eta^{(i)}$, for the $i$-th robot is defined as a mapping from the full action-observation history to the next action the robot should take, $u_t^{(i)} = \eta^{(i)}(\tilde{H}_t^{(i)})$.

The joint value of a given joint policy $\bar{\eta}$ starting from an initial joint belief (or state distribution) $\bar{b} = P(\bar{s})$ is defined as the discounted sum of joint rewards,

$$
\bar{V}(\bar{b}; \bar{\eta}) = \mathbb{E} \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t R(\bar{s}_t, \bar{u}_t)|P(\bar{s}_0) = \bar{b}; \bar{\eta}]. \quad (2)
$$

The solution to the Dec-POMDP is the optimal joint policy

$$
\bar{\eta}^* = \arg \max_{\bar{\eta}} \bar{V}(\bar{b}; \bar{\eta}) \quad (3)
$$

### B. Dec-POSMDPs

The Dec-POSMDP is a general framework for multi-robot decision-making problems. However, due to its reliance on primitive (low-level) actions, it is typically infeasible to use for large problems [8, 9, 28]. The use of primitive actions also enforces synchronized decision-making amongst the robots, which is limiting in real-world scenarios. This motivates the need for the Dec-POSMDP [22], which is a belief-space framework allowing tractable solving of large-scale planning problems by using automatically-generated MAs.

Macro-action $\pi_i^{(i)}$ for the $i$-th robot provides a mapping from the robot’s action-observation history to the next action it should take, $u_t = \pi_i^{(i)}(H_t^{(i)})$, similar to the policy $\eta^{(i)}$ defined in the previous section. MAs have probabilistic completion.
Automatic MA-generation using a graph-based approach
along with the e-obs
abstracts all the primitive observations within the MA
as a partial observation of the e-state, i.e., a collection of MAs being executed by the entire team at a given time. This is presented in [22], which also details calculation of the belief nodes presented in [22].

To allow implementation of MAs in decentralized decision-making frameworks, three properties are required for each MA, π, at any initial belief state, b:

1) The value of the MA, V(b; π). This is necessary when the MA takes the environmental state into account and abstracts these values into a generalized one-step joint reward $\hat{R}$ for the team. In practice, $V(b; \pi)$ is also useful for efficient, high-level simulations of MAs when searching for joint policies.

2) The probabilistic completion time of the MA, $T(B^{goal}|b; \pi)$. This is necessary for appropriate state discounting of each MA’s reward, since the MAs take different amounts of time to complete.

3) The success probability of the MA, $P(B^{goal}|b; \pi)$. The optimal Dec-POSMDP policy is then, $\phi^{opt} = \arg\max \sum_{k=0}^{\tau} \gamma^k R(x_t; x_{t+1}), \pi_t)$, where $x_{t+1}$ is the timestep at which any robot $i$ completes its current MA, $\pi_t$.

The Dec-POSMDP framework is defined as follows:

- $I = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ is the set of robots, which may be heterogeneous.
- $B(1) \times B(2) \times \ldots \times B(n) \times \mathbb{X}^c$ is the underlying belief space, where $B(i)$ is the set of belief milestones of the $i$-th robot’s MAs.
- $\mathbb{T} = \mathbb{T}(1) \times \mathbb{T}(2) \times \ldots \times \mathbb{T}(n)$ is MA space, where $\mathbb{T}(i)$ is the set of MAs for the $i$-th robot. Each MA is automatically generated using the procedure outlined in [22].
- $P(\hat{b}^c, x_t^c, k|\hat{b}, x_t^c; \pi)$ is the transition probability under MAs $\pi$ from $(\hat{b}, x_t^c)$ to $(\hat{b}^c, x_t^c)$ as described below.
- $R(\hat{b}, x_t^c; \pi)$ denotes the generalized reward of taking a joint MA $\pi$ at $(\hat{b}, x_t^c)$ as described further below.
- $P(\hat{o}^c|\hat{b}, x_t^c)$ denotes the joint observation likelihood model, where the joint observation vector is $\hat{o}^c = \{\hat{o}^c(1), \hat{o}^c(2), \ldots, \hat{o}^c(n)\}$.
- $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ is a discount factor on rewards.

The MA-history for the $i$-th robot is then defined as the history of executed MAs and received MA-observations,

$$\xi_{\hat{b}} = \{\hat{o}^c(1), \hat{o}^c(2), \ldots, \hat{o}^c(n)\}.$$ (4)

$\Xi^{(i)}$ denotes the space of MA-observables for the $i$-th robot.

Extending the notion of state transition probabilities from the Dec-POMDP, the transition probability from $(b, x^c_t)$ to $(b^c_t, x^c_t)$ under joint MA $\pi$ is derived as

$$P(b^c_t, x^c_t, k|b_t, x^c_t; \pi) = \sum_{x^c_{t-1}} P(x^c_{t-1}|b^c_{t-1}, \pi(b^c_{t-1})) P(b_t|x^c_{t-1}, \pi(b^c_{t-1})) P(b^c_{t-1}|b^c_{t-1}, \pi(b^c_{t-1}))$$

Similarly, the one-step joint reward $\hat{R}$ of the Dec-POMDP, the generalized reward of joint MA $\pi$ is taken at initial joint belief $b$ and e-state $x^c_t$ is defined as

$$\hat{R}(\hat{b}, x_t^c; \pi) = \sum_{t=0}^{\tau-1} \gamma^t R(\bar{x}_t, x_t^c, \bar{u}_t) P(\bar{x}_0 = \hat{b}, x_0^c = x_t^c; \pi)$$

where $\tau = \min_i \min_t \{t : b_t^c \in B(i)^{goal}\}$ is the timestep at which any robot $i$ completes its current MA, $\pi^{(i)}$.

The solution to the Dec-POSMDP is a joint high-level decentralized policy, $\phi = \{\phi^{(1)}(\cdot), \ldots, \phi^{(n)}(\cdot)\}$, where $\phi^{(i)} : \Xi^{(i)} \rightarrow T^{(i)}$ is the high-level policy for the $i$-th robot, mapping its MA-history to a subsequent MA to be executed.

The joint value of the decentralized policy $\phi$, starting from joint belief $b$ and e-state $x^c_t$ is

$$V(\hat{\phi}(\hat{b}, x_t^c) = \mathbb{E} \sum_{k=0}^{\tau-1} \gamma^k \hat{R}(\hat{b}_{t+k}, x_{t+k}^c; \pi_{t+k})|\hat{x}_0, x_0^c; \phi)$$

The optimal Dec-POSMDP policy is then,

$$\phi^{opt} = \arg\max_{\phi} V(\phi).$$ (8)
the MA each robot should take based on its MA-history (the history of executed MAs and received MA-observations). The selected MA, $\pi^{(i)}$, for each robot $i$ is itself a low-level policy mapping the robot’s history of action-observations $H^{(i)}$ to its next low-level (primitive) action, $u^{(i)} \in U$ (Fig. 1a). Thus, the Dec-POSMDP solves the same base Dec-POMDP problem and results in a sequential decision-making process eventually leading to low-level actions and observations (Fig. 2). However, its efficacy comes from solving the problem in a hierarchical manner — first selecting the MA for each robot, and then selecting the low-level action.

Although Dec-POSMDPs significantly reduce the Dec-POMDP problem through the use of MAs and the resulting hierarchical decision-making scheme, the optimization problem in (8) is still challenging to solve. Section II-C outlines a graph-based policy representation for infinite-horizon Dec-POSMDPs. Section III presents a probabilistic algorithm to search for the optimal joint policy.

**C. Policy Representation as FSAs**

Recall that the joint policy $\bar{\phi}$ is the collection of the individual policies of the robots $\{\phi^{(1)}, \cdots, \phi^{(n)}\}$. Policy execution is done sequentially (yet asynchronously) by the robots. Specifically, the $i$-th robot executes MA $\pi_k^{(i)}$ at the $k$-th timestep. The robot will then receive its MA-observation, $\bar{q}_{k+1}$, which it uses to select its next MA, $\pi_k^{(i)}$.

Each robot can represent its policy using a tree or graph-based controller (Fig. 1), where the nodes represent the MAs the robot should execute and edges represent the MA-observation the robot receives after the MA execution. Formally, given controller node $q^{(i)}$, the decision tree/graph output function $\pi^{(k)} = \lambda^{(i)}(q^{(i)})$ designates MA $\pi^{(i)}$ to the $i$-th robot (Fig. 1b and 1c). Following this MA, the robot transitions to the next decision node as determined by the transition function $q^{(i)} = \delta^{(i)}(q^{(i)}, \bar{q}^{(i)})$.

Note that a tree with infinite levels is required to store the policy for an infinite-horizon Dec-POSMDP (Fig. 1a), making trees feasible only for finite-horizon problems. On the other hand, graphs or Finite State Automata (FSAs) allow solving of infinite-horizon Dec-POSMDPs since loops in the policy graph allow it to be executed indefinitely (Fig. 1c). The number of nodes, $N_n$, in the FSA can be chosen a priori in order to constrain the policy size, alleviating out-of-memory issues which are prevalent in domains with long time horizons [25]. Although an optimal policy may require an infinite-sized graph for full representation [16], it has been shown that a finite-sized FSA can be used to represent a policy within $\epsilon$ of the optimal value [8].

**III. SOLVING DEC-POSMDPS USING PROBABILISTIC OPTIMIZATION**

This section introduces a probabilistic algorithm for solving Dec-POSMDPs using a graph-based policy representation. Existing methods for solving Dec-POSMDPs include Masked Monte Carlo Search (MMCS), which is heuristics-based and has no probabilistic guarantees, and Monte Carlo Search (random sampling of the joint policy space), which has poor empirical performance for large domains [22].
search space. To solve (9), the CE method iteratively updates $f(x; \theta)$ such that samples drawn from it get progressively closer to the global optimum. This process is summarized as follows (see Fig. 3):

1) Generate a set of samples $X$ from $f(x; \theta_k)$, where $k$ is the iteration number and $\theta_0$ is the initial parameter vector. Fig. 3 shows samples as circles on the $x$ axis.

2) Use the best $N_b$ samples $X_b$ to calculate the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of the parameter vector, $\theta_{k+1} = \text{argmax}_\theta f(X_b; \theta)$. Note that samples with value $V(x)$ less than $V_{w,k}$ (the worst-performing sample from the previous iteration's best $N_b$ samples) are rejected to counter convergence towards local optima. Fig. 3b illustrates an example of sample rejection.

3) Apply smoothed update to $\theta_{k+1}$ (to further counter convergence towards local optima)

$$\theta_{k+1} \leftarrow \alpha \theta_{k+1} + (1 - \alpha) \theta_k,$$

where $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ is the learning rate.

4) Repeat until convergence, return best sample $x_b$.

This process minimizes the KL-divergence between indicator function $I(V(x) \geq V_{w,k})$ and $f(x; \theta_k)$,

$$D_{KL}(I(V(x) \geq V_{w,k}) \parallel f(x; \theta_k)),$$

and empirically causes $f(x; \theta_k)$ to converge towards a Dirac delta distribution centered at the optimal value [23] (Fig. 3c).

### B. G-DICE

The CE method is extended to solve Dec-POSMDPs while using FSAs for policy representation. The resulting algorithm is called Graph-based Direct Cross Entropy (G-DICE).

Recall that the FSA for each robot, $i$, is characterized by two functions, the output function $\lambda(i)(q(i))$ and the transition function $\delta(i)(q(i), \phi(i))$. Thus, G-DICE maintains two probability distributions at each FSA node $q(i)$:

1) MA output function $f(\pi(i)|q(i); \theta_k(i)|\pi q(i))$, parameterized by $\theta_k(i)|\pi q(i))$.

2) FSA transition function $f(q(i)|q(i), \phi(i); \theta_k(i)|q(i), \phi(i))$, parameterized by $\theta_k(i)|q(i), \phi(i))$.

For a simple implementation, a categorical underlying sampling distribution can be used (although more complex distributions may benefit certain domains). For each robot, both parameters are updated using the CE method. The result is a policy dictating deterministic selection of MAs $\pi(i)$ and node transitions based on each robot’s MA-observations.

G-DICE is outlined Alg. 1. To search for the joint policy using G-DICE, an initial FSA with $N_n$ nodes and $|\hat{\Theta}^e|$ outgoing edges from each node is created (Alg. 1, Line 4), where $N_n$ is chosen empirically based on system memory limitations and desired accuracy of the joint policy. The best-joint-value-so-far, $V_b$, and worst-joint-value-so-far, $V_w$, are initialized to $-\infty$ (Alg. 1, Lines 5-6). The parameter vectors $\theta_k(i)|\pi q(i)$ and $\theta_k(i)|q(i), \phi(i)$ are initialized either using a priori knowledge, or more typically such that their associated distributions are uniform (Alg. 1, Lines 8-9).

In each iteration, batches of $N_b$ policies are sampled using parameter vectors $\theta_k(i)|\pi q(i)$ and $\theta_k(i)|q(i), \phi(i)$ (Alg. 1, Line 14).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: G-DICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedure</strong> : G-DICE($T, \hat{\Theta}^e, \Pi, N_n, N_k, N_s, N_b, \alpha$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong> : MA space $T$, MA-observation space $\hat{\Theta}^e$, robots $\Pi$, number of nodes in graph $N_n$, number of iterations $N_k$, number of samples per iteration $N_s$, number of best samples retained $N_b$, learning rate $\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong> : best joint policy $\phi_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each robot, initialize policy graph with $N_n$ nodes and $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_b \leftarrow -\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_w, \phi \leftarrow -\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $i = 1$ to $N_k$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $j = 1$ to $N_b$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(j) \leftarrow$ sample $\pi$ from $f(\pi \mid q, \theta_k(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(j) \leftarrow$ sample $q'$ from $f(q' \mid q, \phi(i)); \theta_k(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{V}_\phi \leftarrow$ Evaluate $\hat{\phi} = {\phi(1), \ldots, \phi(\phi(i))}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $\hat{V}<em>\phi \geq V</em>{w,k}$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_{list} \leftarrow \phi_{list} \cup \hat{\phi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{V}<em>\phi \leftarrow \bar{V}</em>\phi \cup \hat{V}_\phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $\bar{V}_\phi &gt; V_b$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_b \leftarrow \bar{V}_\phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_b \leftarrow \hat{V}_\phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_b_{list} \leftarrow$ best $N_b$ policies in $\phi_{list}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{w,k} \leftarrow \min(V_b_{list})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $i = 1$ to $N_k$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_k(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_k(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_k(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_k(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return $\phi_b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The policies are then evaluated using (7). Policies with value lower than the previous iteration’s worst value, $V_{w,k}$, are rejected (Alg. 1, Lines 17-18) and the best-policy-so-far, $\phi_b$, is noted (Alg. 1, Line 21). This process can be performed very efficiently through parallelization, since each sampled joint policy $\hat{\phi}$ is evaluated independently.

Following this, the best $N_b$ policies from the list of sampled policies, $\phi_{list}$, are used to calculate MLEs of parameter vectors (Alg. 1, Line 25 and Line 27). Parameter vectors are then updated in a smooth manner (Alg. 1, Line 26 and Line 28) and the process is repeated until $N_k$ iterations are completed. Since the parameters and the best-policy-so-far, $\phi_b$, are updated in each iteration, G-DICE can be stopped at any point to produce an approximation of the optimal joint policy as $\hat{\phi} \approx \phi^*$. G-DICE is an anytime algorithm offering several
advantages to the tree-based approaches utilized previously for Dec-POMDPs [19]. Usage of graphs allows solving infinite-horizon Dec-POMDPs, since loops in the policy graph allow it to be executed indefinitely. Additionally, the number of nodes in the graph, $N_n$, can be fixed a priori to impose memory bounds on the policy, alleviating the memory issues that are prevalent in problems with long time horizons [25].

C. Complexity Analysis

For a Dec-POMDP with $n$ robots and finite horizon $h$, the total number of possible joint policies is

$$O\left(\left|\mathcal{U}^*\right|^n \cdot \left|\alpha^*\right|^n \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\mathcal{S}\right|} \right)^h,$$

where $\left|\mathcal{U}^*\right| = \max\{|\mathcal{U}^{(1)}|, \ldots, |\mathcal{U}^{(n)}|\}$ and $\left|\alpha^*\right| = \max\{|\alpha^{(1)}|, \ldots, |\alpha^{(n)}|\}$, the largest action-set and observation-set for any robot [19]. In [19], the cost of evaluating each policy using (2) is shown to be

$$O\left(\left|\mathcal{S}\right| \cdot \left|\alpha^*\right|^n \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\mathcal{S}\right|} \right)^h.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

For comparison, the complexity of solving Dec-POMDPs using G-DICE can be considered by analyzing the joint policy sampling and evaluation steps, which are the most computationally-intensive portions of Alg. 1.

In Alg. 1, Line 14, a joint policy (FSA) is constructed by sampling a MA from $f\left(\pi^{(i)}, \bar{q}^{(i)}, \theta_k\left(\pi^{(a)}\right)\right)$, which has complexity $O\left[N_n \cdot \left|\mathcal{T}^*\right|\right]$, where $\left|\mathcal{T}^*\right| = \max\{|\mathcal{T}^{(1)}|, \ldots, |\mathcal{T}^{(n)}|\}$. Additionally, in each FSA node, the transition to the next node is sampled from $f\left(q^{(i)}(\bar{q}, \theta; \bar{o}(\bar{q})\right)$ based on each robot’s MA-observation history, which has complexity

$$O\left[N_n^2 \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\Omega^*\right|} \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\mathcal{S}\right|} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

For most domains, this term dominates FSA construction. In each of the $N_k$ iterations in G-DICE, $N_k$ FSAs are constructed for each of the $n$ robots. Therefore, the computational complexity of FSA construction in G-DICE is

$$O\left[n \cdot N_k \cdot N_n \cdot (N_n)^2 \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\mathcal{S}\right|} \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\alpha^*\right|^n} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

In Alg. 1, Line 15, the joint policy is evaluated, which involves considering all possible state-observation histories of $n$ robots. This evaluation occurs in each of the $N_s$ samples for each of the $N_k$ iterations, resulting in complexity

$$O\left[N_k \cdot N_n \cdot |\mathcal{S}| \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\mathcal{S}\right|} \cdot \frac{1}{\left|\alpha^*\right|^n} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This section presents a constrained multi-robot package delivery domain, as well as experimental results comparing G-DICE and MMCS [22] joint policy quality. The considered domain poses significant challenges for decentralized decision-making, due to its use of joint MAs requiring cooperation between multiple robots. The significant size of the policy search space (5.622e + 17 cardinality when using a FSA with $N_n = 13$ nodes) makes this problem extremely difficult for existing Dec-POMDP methods, thus making it a useful benchmark domain for Dec-POMDPs.

A. Domain Overview

The constrained package delivery domain considered was introduced in [22] and a single-robot POMDP variant was considered in [2]. This domain involves a team of robots retrieving packages from 2 base locations and transporting them to 3 delivery destinations. The team consists of two aerial robots (e.g., quadrotors) and one ground robot. The aerial robots can handle pickup and deliveries outside a regulated airspace, whereas the ground robot is restricted to deliveries within the regulated airspace. The aerial robots can transfer packages to the ground robot at a rendezvous destination. Each package has a size and delivery destination descriptor, which is observed by the robots as an environment observation $\sigma^o$. The team is rewarded only when a package is delivered to the correct delivery destination.

Single and multi-robot MAs are used in this domain, and can be generated automatically using the procedure outlined in [22]. Due to the underlying sources of uncertainty in the domain, the MAs have probabilistic success rates and completion times. The MAs are summarized as follows:

- Go to base $Base_j$, for $j \in \{1, 2\}$
- Go to delivery destination $Dest_j$, for $j \in \{1, 2, r\}$, where $Dest_r$ is the destination in the regulated airspace.
- Jointly go to delivery destination $Dest_j$, for $j \in \{1, 2\}$
- Individually/jointly pick up package
- Individually/jointly put down package
- Go to rendezvous location
- Place package on ground robot
- Wait at current location for 1 timestep

Refer to [22] for detailed domain and MA descriptions.

B. Results

Existing Dec-POMDP solution methods such as MMCS [22] are heuristics-based and generally have no probabilistic guarantees. In this section, MMCS is used as a baseline for comparisons with the proposed algorithm in this paper, G-DICE, applied to the constrained package delivery domain.

Table I presents an overview of joint policy value for G-DICE (14.44), MMCS (4.53), and Monte Carlo Search (2.07). Parameter values used for G-DICE results in this table were $N_k = 100$, $N_s = 100$, $N_n = 10$, $N_n = 13$, and $\alpha = 0.1$. G-DICE significantly outperforms MMCS in policy quality. Due to the large cardinality of the policy space, an exhaustive search for the optimal policy is infeasible.

G-DICE policy value as a function of learning rate, $\alpha$, is shown in Fig. 4a. As the learning rate increases, the policy tends to converge to a local optima and therefore suffers in quality. This is illustrated in Fig. 4b, which shows convergence characteristics for G-DICE with varying learning rates. Lower learning rates increase convergence time, although with near-optimal policy value. The trade-off between policy quality and convergence time is prevalent in stochastic search algorithms, and recent research has focused on developing adaptive learning rates or removing them altogether for algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent [24]. In the package delivery domain, a learning rate of $\alpha = 0.2$ was empirically found to provide a suitable balance between solution quality and convergence time. This analysis, however, motivates future
work in the area of developing adaptive learning rates for G-DICE, which would be highly beneficial for online planning with limited computational resources.

Fig. 5a shows G-DICE policy values as a function of the number of FSA nodes, \( N_n \). Increasing the number of FSA nodes improves solution quality, primarily since the policy fidelity is improved. Larger policy graphs are able to store more accurate representation of action-observation histories for the robots, improving the decision-making. However, as Fig. 5b illustrates, graphs with more nodes require longer time for convergence, since the cardinality of the policy search space increases. Once a large enough \( N_n \) is chosen, increasing the number of nodes does not lead to significant improvement in the policy value. In the package delivery example, \( N_n \geq 10 \) results in policies with similar values. These plots suggest a trade-off related to the graph size, similar to the one presented for learning rate, where increasing policy size improves solution quality at the expense of convergence time. Investigation of automatic determination of graph size using a Bayesian nonparametric approach was done in [15].

A key advantage of the FSA representation is that for a given problem, the number of nodes can be automatically selected in order to adhere to memory limitations.

Case studies of varying policies as a function of controller size can be done using Fig. 5b. For instance, the \( N_n = 2 \) policy has zero joint value, since there are not enough nodes to perform the sequence of MAs required for even a single package delivery (which needs at least 3 MAs: pickup, transport, and dropoff). The \( N_n = 3 \) graph, as expected, yields a policy with positive value. This policy involves each robot picking up a package, delivering it to one of the destinations, dropping it off, and remaining at the delivery destination. Once the delivery is completed using the \( N_n = 3 \) policy, the combination of MAs possible in a 3-node graph have been exhausted, and the robot does not have the ability to travel to a base location for an additional pickup. This policy is a direct result of the constraints imposed on graph size, and serves as a check to ensure that the joint policies produced by G-DICE are intuitively valid.

To further quantify the performance advantage of G-DICE over MMCS and Monte Carlo Search, Fig. 6 compares success probability of delivering a given minimum number of packages for all methods, within a fixed mission time horizon. Results were generated over 250 simulated runs with randomly-generated packages and initial conditions. Using the Monte Carlo Search policy, probability of successfully delivering 3 or more packages given a fixed time horizon is near-zero. The MMCS policy successfully delivers a larger number of packages, although struggling to deliver more than 4 or 5. The G-DICE policy (with \( N_n = 13 \) and \( \alpha = 0.2 \)) clearly outperforms the other methods, delivering up to 3 packages with probability 1.0, and up to 6 packages with probability of approximately 0.8. The probability of delivering 9 or more packages becomes near-zero, due to the imposed time cutoff constraining the number of deliveries possible. These results indicate that G-DICE significantly outperforms MMCS in terms of policy quality. This is primarily due to the greedy policy selection process used in MMCS, which often results in the algorithm getting stuck in local optima. In contrast, G-DICE takes specific steps to avoid this, by applying a smoothed update to its parameter vectors (Alg. 1, Line 26 and Line 28) while tracking performance of the worst policies using \( \tilde{V}_{w,k} \). While the approach used in [3] can be used for this problem domain, we believe that G-DICE will be more scalable (but without the same convergence guarantees). A direct comparison to [3] will be considered in future work.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a probabilistic method for solving multi-robot planning under uncertainty problems posed as Dec-POSMDPs. It motivated the solving of Dec-POSMDPs from a combinatorial optimization perspective, presenting a cross-entropy based algorithm, G-DICE, and associated complexity analysis. For the constrained package delivery under uncertainty problem, G-DICE was shown to significantly outperform existing Dec-POSMDP solution methods, resulting in a high-quality joint policy despite the very large cardinality of the policy search space.
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Table I: Comparison of the maximum policy values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Max Policy Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo Search</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMCS</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-DICE</td>
<td>14.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(a) Max joint value obtained for the package delivery domain using G-DICE, with varying policy controller size $N_n$.

(b) Effect of policy controller size, $N_n$, on convergence.

Fig. 5: G-DICE policy results for constrained package delivery domain, with varying policy controller sizes $N_n$.

Fig. 6: Success probability of delivering a specified number of packages or more within a fixed time horizon, for G-DICE, MMCS [22], and Monte Carlo Search.


